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Many changes in the LEBO product range 
 
 
Full steam ahead into the new year! The LEBO team is making further sensible additions and 
necessary adjustments based on our product range analyses.  
  
The aim is a regular turnover of goods for customer warehouses, optimised processes and 
production possibilities and, of course, an absolutely marketable range for the trade.  
  
Whether interior doors made of wood or glass, functional or apartment entrance doors, 
matching door handles and other harmonious accessories... LEBO continues to support trade 
and craft with high-quality products in combination with a high service level. 
  
Here is an overview of the most important changes, and you can find more in our LEBO trade 
newsletter. 
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The Luana, Linje and GAP series get new additional designs 

New versions 24 and 25 now available 

In response to the increased demand for new model variants for our most successful 
series, we are offering the new favourites for the Luana, Luana Metaopt, Luana 
Metal, Linje and Gap series. 

The series can be distinguished as follows: 

• Series Luana with wide, lacquered milling or inlaid metal-coloured inserts or 
high-quality strips in brushed stainless-steel look. This high-quality door series 
also convinces with a three-layer spray lacquering. 

• The Linje series is still quite "young" in the LEBO range and was developed as a 
result of our customers' desire for a narrow, rounded milling. Numerous variants 
with two-layer spray lacquering, with or without a light opening leave nothing 
to be desired. The two new versions 24 and 25 round off the series 
harmoniously. 

• GAP is our striking series. With its two-layer spray lacquering and V-groove 
milling, it also offers the perfect basis for the two new design variants.  

 
New magnetic-lock upgrade set 
Quick conversion for all DIN-rebated standard door sets on site 
 

With the addition to the stock range, DIN-rebated LEBO door sets with standard DIN 
locks can be upgraded with a magnetic lock/locking plate on site. 

The strike plate fits 1:1 into the standard DIN locking-plate milling. The magnetic lock 
with 20mm faceplate width fits 1:1 into the DIN-lock casing. 

Both products, locking plate and lock, are matched to each other in terms of 
dimensions and spacing for upgrading the DIN-rebated door sets from LEBO. 
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Decorative facings (architraves) with extended feather available from stock 

Possible cutting on site simplifies work with special dimensions 
 

With the publication of the new price list, LEBO now also has architraves with 
extended feather available from stock. 

Currently available are the following dimensions and surfaces 

• 2110 x 985 mm in White lacquer 9010 and 9016 
• 2110 x 860 mm in White lacquer 9010 and 9016 

The advantage lies in the possibility of cutting to size on site. Our sales service will be 
happy to answer any further questions! 
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About Lebo GmbH 
 
Founded in 1871, LEBO is one of the oldest manufacturers of interior doors and 
frames in Germany. As a medium-sized, family-run company and full-range supplier, 
LEBO produces standard doors, style doors, design doors and functional doors in a 
variety of surfaces. In addition, LEBO offers extensive accessories, full-glass doors and 
e.g. the freedom to make special requests from a quantity of 1 door only. LEBO 
produces at two locations in Germany and delivers "Quality made in Germany" to 
over 40 countries worldwide. The company is now 151 years "young". 


